1 INTRODUCTION

Transport protocols including TCP [79], RTP [34], SCTP [91] or QUIC [51, 58] play a key role in today’s Internet. They extend the packet forwarding service provided by the network layer and include a variety of end-to-end services. A transport protocol is usually designed to support a set of requirements. Protocol designers know that these requirements evolve over time and all these protocols allow clients to propose the utilization of extensions during the handshake.

These negotiation schemes have enabled TCP and other transport protocols to evolve over recent decades [24]. A modern TCP stack supports a long list of TCP extensions (Windows scale [52], timestamps [52], selective acknowledgments [65], Explicit Congestion Notification [81] or multipath extensions [32]). However, measurements indicate that it remains difficult to deploy TCP extensions [35, 45]. The Windows scale and selective acknowledgment options took more than a decade to be widely deployed [35]. The timestamp option is still not supported by a major desktop OS [3]. Multipath TCP is only available on one major mobile OS [2]. This slow deployment of TCP extensions is caused by three main factors. First, popular stacks rarely implement TCP extensions unless they have been approved by the IETF. Second, TCP is still part of the operating system and client and servers implementations are not upgraded at the same speed. Often, maintainers of client (resp. server) implementations wait until server (resp. client) implementations support a new extension before implementing it. This results in a chicken-and-egg deployment problem. Third, some middleboxes interfere with the deployment of new protocol extensions [42, 46].

Initially proposed by Google to replace HTTP2/TLS/TCP, QUIC [58] addresses some of these deployment issues. A QUIC connection starts with a handshake during which transport parameters are exchanged and TLS keys are negotiated. QUIC then encrypts all the user data and most of the packet headers, this prevents most of the interferences from middleboxes [58]. QUIC includes a flexible framing mechanism to encode user data and control information. QUIC frames are exchanged inside packets that are encrypted and authenticated using the keys derived by TLS. Like SCTP, QUIC supports the reliable delivery of data over multiple streams and includes congestion control schemes and retransmission techniques to recover from packet losses.

Google’s version of QUIC was proprietary and did not require IETF consensus to be updated. As QUIC runs above UDP it is possible to ship it as a library which can be updated as often as applications. Measurements indicate that Google updated its version of QUIC at the same pace as its Chrome browser [87].
We believe that the openness of the Internet is a key element of its success, and ultimately anyone should be able to tune or extend Internet protocols to best fit their needs. Traditional transport protocols like TCP are tuned by using configuration variables or socket options [25] and more recently with eBPF code [8]. Although recent works enable an application to add new TCP options [97], it remains impossible to precisely configure the underlying TCP stack.

In this paper, we completely revisit the extensibility of transport protocols. We consider that transport protocols should provide a set of basic functions which can be tuned, combined and dynamically extended to support new use cases on a per-connection basis. Such an approach could enable QUIC applications to adapt the underlying transport layer to their specific needs, e.g., using specialized retransmission algorithms or taking advantage of non-standard extensions. This would bring innovation back in the transport layer with researchers and software developers being able to easily implement, test and deploy new protocol features. For this, we leverage the extensibility and security features of QUIC. We make four main contributions in this paper:

- We design a technique where an extension to the QUIC protocol is broken down in a protocol plugin which can be dynamically attached to an existing implementation. These plugins interact with this implementation through code which is dynamically inserted at specific locations called protocol operations.

- We propose a safe and scalable technique that enables the on-demand exchange of protocol plugins over QUIC connections. This solves the deployment problem of existing protocol extensions.

- We implement a prototype of Pluginized QUIC (PQUIC) by extending picoquic [48], one of the most complete implementations of IETF QUIC [76]. We add to picoquic a virtual machine that allows executing the bytecode of protocol plugins in a platform independent manner while monitoring their behavior.

- We demonstrate the benefits of PQUIC through plugins that add new monitoring capabilities, support for Multipath QUIC [19], the Unreliable Datagram Extension [75] and several Forward Erasure Correction techniques.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the design of PQUIC and how a PQUIC implementation supports plugins. Section 3 discusses the security models, attacks and how PQUIC solves them when exchanging plugins over QUIC connections. Section 4 presents several use cases of protocol extension with plugins. Section 5 describes how plugin properties can be verified. Section 6 contrasts with related works. Section 7 discusses the broader implications and questions of this work. Section 8 concludes and considers future work.

2 LOCAL PLUGIN INSERTION

Our design for Pluginized QUIC (PQUIC) builds upon the QUIC protocol whose specification is being finalized within the IETF [51]. This IETF specification is based on an initial design from Google that is used by Chrome and other applications [58]. From a protocol viewpoint, there are few differences between PQUIC and QUIC. We defer the explanation of these differences until Section 3.

From the implementation viewpoint, the main difference between a PQUIC implementation and a QUIC one is that PQUIC is easily customizable on a per-connection basis. This customization relies upon a modular, extensible design that allows adding and modifying behaviors for the target flows. A PQUIC implementation can be extended by dynamically loading one or more protocol plugins. A protocol plugin consists of platform-independent bytecode which can be executed within the PQUIC implementation.

A PQUIC implementation provides an API to protocol plugins. Most protocol implementations are designed as black-boxes that expose a small external API to applications. For example, a TCP implementation exposes the socket API. A PQUIC implementation can be represented as a gray-box containing a set of functions that are exposed to protocol plugins. In PQUIC, we call these functions protocol operations. These are common routines being part of any implementation, and the workflow of PQUIC can be expressed as a succession of such protocol operations. As in a C API, each protocol operation has a specification and a set of conditions under which it should be called. Sample protocol operations in PQUIC include the parsing and the processing of frames, setting the retransmission timer, updating the RTT, removing acknowledged frames from the sending buffer, etc.

On-the-fly protocol plugin insertion. A pluglet consists of bytecode instructions implementing a function, e.g., computing an RTT estimate. A manifest contains the globally unique plugin name and indicates how to link several pluglets to a connection, i.e., to which protocol operations they should be attached. The combination of pluglets and the manifest forms a protocol plugin. Once a PQUIC connection is established, PQUIC can potentially load plugins at any time.

Isolation between connections and between plugins. Each plugin is instantiated to operate on a given connection. Our framework ensures that each instance has its own memory which is only shared among pluglets of this plugin. The plugin memory is isolated from access or sharing with any other plugin or connection. This yields strong memory safety guarantees for the plugins and the sharing of information. Interactions are still possible through the protocol operation interface or by calling the functions exposed by PQUIC. However, these are clearly defined information flows that ease reasoning about the behavior and the safety of the plugins.

The rest of this section details the core elements of PQUIC. We first describe the environment executing pluglets. Then, we elaborate on the concept of protocol operations. We finally describe how PQUIC interfaces with pluglets.

2.1 Pluglet Runtime Environment (PRE)

Pluglets are the building blocks of the protocol plugins. These pieces of bytecode are independent of the PQUIC implementation itself. Therefore, we need to provide an environment to execute them. This environment has to solve two major concerns. First, it has to provide an abstraction where plugins can run regardless of
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1We base this work on the version 14 of the IETF QUIC drafts [51].

2We applied the principles described in this section to two very different QUIC implementations. We first implemented an early prototype based on quic-go [13] written in Go. We then based our work on picoquic [48] written in C. This paper only discusses picoquic, the quic-go version is described in a technical report [21].
the underlying hardware and operating system. Second, given the untrusted nature of the plugins, the environment should keep each pluglet under control.

To address these two issues, PQUIC executes plug-ins inside a lightweight virtual machine (VM). Various VMs have been proposed for different purposes [4, 30, 36, 39, 61, 101]. In this paper, our Pluglet Runtime Environment (PRE) relies on a user-space implementation [49] of the eBPF VM [30]. Although being present in the Linux kernel since 2014 where it has been used to support various services [8, 26, 37], the eBPF VM can be too restrictive to implement some legitimate behaviors. The kernel-space eBPF VM includes a verifier that is very conservative, as it puts hard limits on the size and complexity of an acceptable eBPF program.

Our implementation extends a relaxed version of the eBPF verifier with additional monitoring capabilities. Those are similar to works in Software-Based Fault Isolation [100, 106]. First, our PRE checks simple properties of the bytecode to ensure its (apparent) validity. This includes checking that: (i) the bytecode contains an exit instruction, (ii) all instructions are valid (known opcodes and values), (iii) the bytecode does not contain trivially wrong operations (e.g., dividing by zero), (iv) all jumps are valid, and (v) the bytecode never writes to read-only registers. Furthermore, our PRE statically verifies the validity of stack accesses. A pluglet is rejected if any of the above checks fails for one of its pluglets.

Second, our PRE monitors the correct operation of the pluglets by injecting specific instructions when their bytecode is JITed. These monitoring instructions check that the memory accesses operate within the allowed bounds. To achieve this, we add a register to the VM that cannot be used by pluglets. This register is used to check that the memory accesses performed by a pluglet remain within either the plugin dedicated memory or the pluglet stack. Any violation of memory safety results in the removal of the pluglet and the termination of the connection. The LLVM Clang compiler supports the compilation of C code into eBPF. This allows us to abstract the development of pluglets from eBPF bytecode and propose a convenient C API for writing pluglets.

### 2.2 Protocol Operations

In order to attach pluglets to PQUIC, we define an API revealing the insertion points and the interface between PQUIC and the pluglets. We break down the protocol execution flow into generic subroutines. These specified procedures are called protocol operations. Each has its human-readable identifier, inputs, outputs and specifications. A protocol operation with a parameter has a high-level goal, but its actual behavior, and therefore its function, changes depending on the given parameter. This provides a generic entry point allowing the definition of new behaviors without changing the caller for, e.g., the serialization of new QUIC frames. Our PQUIC implementation currently includes 72 protocol operations. Four of them take a parameter.\(^3\) We can split these operations into several categories. A first category concerns the handling of the QUIC frames. This includes their parsing, processing and writing. A second category groups all the internal processing of QUIC. It contains the logic for retransmissions, updating the RTT, deciding which stream to send next, etc. A third category involves QUIC packet management. It includes setting the Spin Bit [96], retrieving the connection IDs, etc. A fourth category contains several events in the connection workflow, whose protocol operations have empty anchor points, i.e., no default behavior. For instance, a protocol operation exists after decoding all frames of an incoming packet or after a packet loss.

To illustrate how an implementation can be split into protocol operations, consider the example shown in Figure 1a. The processing of an ACK frame would likely be performed in its dedicated function. One of its subtasks is the computation of the RTT estimation, which is implemented in its own function too. PQUIC keeps the same programming flow. As shown in Figure 1b, PQUIC functions are wrapped by a protocol operation whose human-readable string identifier describes its goal. While the name of the protocol operation and the original function are similar, the processing of ACK frames is linked to a more generic process_frame operation taking ACK as parameter. As illustrated, a given protocol operation can call other operations. Furthermore, protocol operations are split into three anchors, each of which is a possible insertion point for a pluglet. Protocol operations with parameters propose a specific set of anchors for each parameter value. The first anchor, called replace, consists of the actual implementation of the operation. This part is usually provided by the original PQUIC function. This mode enables a pluglet to override the default behavior. Because it may modify the connection context, at most one pluglet can replace a given protocol operation. If a second one tries to replace the same operation, it will be rejected and the plugin it belongs to will be rolled back. The two other anchors, pre and post, attach the plugin just before (resp. just after) the protocol operation invocation. These modes are similar to the eBPF kprobes in the Linux kernel [55]. By default, those are no-ops in PQUIC. Unlike the replace anchor, any number of pre and post pluglets can be inserted for a given protocol operation. However, they only have read access to the connection context and the operation arguments and outputs. The only write accesses they have is to their pluglet stack and their plugin-specific memory. In the rest of the paper, unless explicitly stated, we discuss pluglet insertions in replace mode, and refer to pluglet inserted in pre and post as passive pluglets.
2.3 Attaching Protocol Plugins

Implementing protocol extensions may require a combination of several pluglets forming a plugin. The PRE provides a limited instruction set and isolates the bytecode from the host implementation. Therefore, plugins require an interface with which they can operate on their connection. Moreover, a plugin might need to share some state among its pluglets.

To address these needs, PQUIC is organized as illustrated in Figure 2. As explained in the previous section, the behavior of a protocol operation is either provided by a built-in function (e.g. `param_op [p1]`) or overridden by a pluglet (e.g. `noparam_op`). Observe that plugins can also provide new protocol operations absent from the original PQUIC implementation. This can be done either by hooking a new parameter value for an existing protocol operation (e.g. `param_op [p2]`) or by adding a new protocol operation (e.g. `noparam_op`). PQUIC is thus extensible by design.

A PRE is created for each inserted pluglet. Each PRE contains its own registers and stack. The PRE heap memory points to an area common to all pluglets of a plugin, as illustrated in Figure 2. This link, ensured by the PQUIC implementation, provides a communication channel between pluglets. In addition to the isolation benefits, this architecture ensures that aggressive or ill memory management only affects the plugin itself. Thanks to our PRE, pointer dereferencing is restricted only to the pluglet stack or its plugin memory. In addition, the pluglet also needs to communicate with the host implementation to interact with its connection. As in a related work [1], PQUIC exposes some functions to the PRE. These functions form an API that pluglets can use (Table 1). We detail its six major operations below.

Exposing connection fields through getters and setters. Letting plugins directly access the fields of PQUIC structures makes the injected code very dependent on PQUIC internals. Consider the case of two hosts with different PQUIC versions. If the newest version added a new field to a structure being used by a pluglet, the offset contained in its bytecode would point to a possibly different field, leading to undefined behavior. Therefore, this interface abstracts the implementation internals from the pluglets, making them compatible with different PQUIC versions or implementations. In addition, it allows the PQUIC host to monitor which fields are accessed by the injected code. A host could thus reject plugins based on the fields that it wishes to access. For example, a client could refuse plugins that modify the Spin Bit, as it is not encrypted. Similarly, depending on its local user policies, a host could accept or deny a plugin accessing the TLS state.

Managing plugin memory. Plugs might need to keep persistent data across calls. Therefore, we provide functions to allocate and free memory in the plugin dedicated area. Our framework dedicates a fixed-size memory area split into constant size blocks [56]. Such approach provides algorithmic $\Theta(1)$ time memory allocation while limiting fragmentation.

Retrieving data shared by pluglets. Pluglets from the same plugin might need to access a common data structure. Pluglets can assign an identifier to a given plugin memory area enabling them to retrieve and modify it consistently.

Modifying connection memory area. Plugs might need to modify memory outside the PRE. For instance, a pluglet might need to write a new frame inside a buffer. The API keeps control on the plugin operations by checking the accessed memory areas.

Calling other protocol operations. This is required when a protocol operation depends on another one. However, such capability raises potential safety issues. As plugins can call any protocol operation, a PQUIC implementation needs to take care of possible loops due to these calls. To prevent such loops, the call graph of the protocol operations must always remain loop-free. However, ensuring this property for any combination of loop-free plugins is not practical to assess before executing them due to the combinatorial state explosion. Consider the example shown in Fig. 3. There are three protocol operations $A$, $B$, and $C$, all guaranteed to terminate. Even if both $p1$ and $p2$ plugins are legitimate, their combination might introduce an infinite loop, as shown in Figure 3d. To avoid this situation, a PQUIC implementation keeps track of all the currently running protocol operations in the call stack. If a call is requested for an operation that is already running, PQUIC stops the connection and raises an error.

Scheduling the transmission of QUIC frames. PQUIC provides a way for pluglets to reserve a slot for sending frames, whether they define a new frame or use an existing type. However, it should enforce two rules. First, plugins must not prevent PQUIC from sending application data. Therefore, as long as there is payload data to be sent, standard QUIC frames such as STREAM, ACK and MAX_DATA...
should have a guaranteed fraction of the available congestion window. Second, a plugin sending many large frames should not be able to starve other plugins. Concurrently active plugins should have a potentially fair share of the sending congestion window. To achieve this, PQUIC includes a frame scheduler which is a combination of class-based queuing [31] and deficit round robin [89]. Frames are classified based on their origin, either from the core implementation itself or from plugins. When both classes are pushing frames, the scheduler ensures that the core ones get at least x% of the available congestion window. A deficit round robin then distributes the remaining budget between the plugin frames.

2.4 Interacting with Applications
We showed how plugins can interact within PQUIC. Plugins can also interact with the application using PQUIC. This allows them to extend the application-facing interface of PQUIC to bring new functionalities. For example, a plugin could implement a message mode for QUIC to supplement the standardized ordered byte-stream abstraction [51]. This communication is established in a per-plugin bidirectional manner. First, an application can call external protocol operations. These are new anchor points that can be defined when injecting pluglets. The external mode is similar to the replace mode, but it makes the protocol operation only executable by the application. This allows it to directly invoke new methods, e.g. queuing a message to be sent. Second, a plugin can asynchronously push messages back to the application, so that it remains independent of the application control flow.

2.5 Reusing Plugins across Connections
The plugin injection involves the creation and the insertion of PREs at their anchor and the instantiation of the plugin heap. These remain dedicated to a given connection for its entire lifetime. Once the connection completes, the plugin resources may be freed. Nevertheless, it is likely that plugins get reused on subsequent connections. Furthermore, PREs only depend on the pluglets and are isolated from the connections on which they operate. Therefore, to limit the injection overhead, we introduce a cache storing the plugin associated PREs and memory. When a new connection injects the same plugin, it can reuse the cached PREs as is, without verifying or compiling the pluglets again. The plugin heap must be reinitialized to avoid leaking information between unrelated connections.

3 EXCHANGING PLUGINS
The previous section has described the system aspects of PQUIC and the possibility of extending a PQUIC implementation through protocol plugins that are injected on the local host. As TLS 1.3 is an integral part of QUIC, third parties such as middleboxes or attackers cannot modify the data exchanged over such a connection. Protocol plugins could, therefore, be exchanged over an existing QUIC connection. Accepting remote protocol plugins poses the challenge of establishing the trust in their validity, e.g. their termination. We first propose an open system solving this challenge.

Our system bears a similarity to Certificate Transparency [59], Both are using a Merkle tree as the base for the system log and allow each party to contribute to their global protection only by checking their own safety. Our design enables independent developers to publish their own plugins for which the PQUIC peers’ trust in their validity is established by independent plugin validators (PV). Yet, we have fundamental differences from Certificate Transparency in the various roles of the distributed system, and within the construction of the system log itself. As opposed to Certificate Transparency, no party has to track the entire log to keep the users safe. We directly offer to plugin developers an efficient mean, i.e., logarithmic in the number of plugins published, to check whether any spurious plugin has been published on their behalf. This prevents the need for third party monitor to emerge. A second important design choice make PQUIC peers able to formulate their safety requirements by combining the PVs they trust. This process allows end-users to pin security requirements as a logic expression. The validity of plugins with respect to this expression can be efficiently checked.

In the following sections, we explain some of the additional security properties our system offers. Finally, we describe our extension to the QUIC protocol to support the exchange of protocol plugins over a QUIC connection.

3.1 Distributing Trust
A simple approach for establishing trust in plugins would be for an application developed by foo.com and using PQUIC to only accept plugins from authenticated foo.com servers. We go beyond this restrictive approach and propose the open system illustrated in Figure 4. It includes four types of participants: (i) the plugin developers, (ii) the Plugin Repository (PR) that hosts protocol plugins, (iii) the plugin validators that vouch for plugins validity and (iv) the PQUIC peers.

Plugin developers may be independent of the PQUIC implementers. They write plugins and publish them on the PR. Publishing a plugin forms a binding, which we define as the concatenation of the globally unique plugin name with the bytecodes of all its pluglets and the associated manifest, i.e.

\[ \text{binding} = \text{pluginname}||\text{plugincode} \]

The PR holds all protocol plugins from all developers and centralizes the secure communication between all participants.

A plugin validator (PV) validates the correct functioning of a plugin. The validation itself depends on the PV capabilities as described in Section 5. PVs can obtain the source code from developers willing to ease their validation, but must first check that they are able to reproduce the submitted code. PVs can serve the bytecodes of plugins they validated. The state of our system, i.e. the plugins
3.2 Threat Model and Security Goals

Our distributed system addresses the following threat model. Any participant can act maliciously. Plugin developers may publish malicious code. A PQUIC peer may want to inject illegitimate code. PVs may give false assertions on the validity of a plugin. The PR may equivocate on the STRs received from PUs. Both PR and PUs may modify the code served, or impersonate the developers.

Our system offers the guarantee that some aforementioned problems are immediately detected, and the others are eventually detected. It also ensures that a plugin name securely summarizes its code. Furthermore, a PQUIC peer is always able to identify which party failed. As a result, given that the PR and PUs can be freely selected by PQUIC peers, we assume that they are willing to protect their reputations, which could be degraded upon discovering problems. In summary, our system covers the following security goals.

**Central identities, distributed validation.** The PR centralizes the identities of both developers and PUs. A PV can publish its current STR necessary for the proof of consistency, and notify developers about plugins that failed its validation. A developer can publish plugins, report PVs equivocations and inconsistencies of its bindings at all PUs.

**Non-equivocation.** A PV cannot equivocate by presenting different STRs to different PQUIC peers. If it does, participants eventually detect this with the help of others. An STR acts as a tamper-resistant log for all the bindings validated by a PV. We assume that regular checks for non-equivocation of STRs are performed by other participants and reported on the PR. For instance, other PUs could query the STR of a particular PU and compare it with the STRs maintained by the PR. We provide more details on how

hosted on the PR and their validation by PUs, progresses on a discrete time scale defined by the epoch value. At each epoch, plugins can be added or updated, and each PV can update their plugins validation.

Each PU builds a Merkle Prefix Tree containing the plugins it successfully validated and digitally signs its root, forming a Signed Tree Root (STR). The STR is sent to the PR. A PU can build at most one tree per epoch. More details on building the Merkle Prefix Tree by PUs are provided in Section 3.3. When the PR is offline, the PUs can serve their own STRs. The absence of a plugin in a tree can be due to two reasons. Either the validation failed or no validation took place at that epoch. The failure cause is communicated to the PR. Plugin developers monitor the validations published by PUs to ensure the tested plugins match the submitted code.

Before exchanging plugins, PQUIC peers must provide evidence of plugin validity. Our system allows expressing requirements in terms of PV approbation. More precisely, if $PV_i$ is the identifier of a PU, a PQUIC implementation can send a logical formula that expresses its required validation, e.g., $PV_i \wedge (PV_j \lor PV_k)$. This design allows the PQUIC peers to precisely express their required safety guarantees.

Our system is distributed. This makes PQUIC peers tolerant to participant failures. In the previous example, if both the PR and $PV_i$ are offline, then the peer can rely on both $PV_j$ and $PV_k$ to validate the provided plugin.

3.3 System Overview

PUs retrieve plugins from the PR. They build a Merkle Prefix Tree at each epoch containing all successfully validated plugins. Each path to the leaf of this binary tree represents a prefix, and bindings are placed in leaves depending on the truncated bits of $H$ (plugin name). For instance, in a 3-depth tree, the prefix of the left-most leaf is ‘000’. Empty leaves are replaced by a large constant value $c$ chosen by the PU. Interior nodes are hashed as $H(h_l||h_r)$ with $h_l$ (resp. $h_r$) being the hash value of the left (resp. right) child subtree.

Leaf nodes contain one or more bindings. Several bindings may be located at a same leaf when the hash prefix of different names ($H$ (plugin name)) collides. In this case, the leaf node contains a linked list of bindings. Under the assumption of uniform hashing, we can engineer the depth of the tree such that a collision happens with low probability, depending on the number of plugins within the PR. Without collision, the leaf node value is defined as:

$$h_{leaf} = H(binding)$$

If there is any collision, the leaf node value concatenates the bindings $i, j, \ldots$ as follows:

$$h_{leaf} = H(H(binding_i)||H(binding_j)||\ldots)$$

After having updated its Merkle tree, the PV digitally signs its root and publishes the STR to the PR where its public-key information is available for all participants (handling STRs is further described in Appendix B.1).

The tree computation is inspired by CONIKS [67], but our construction differs so that bindings are located in the tree depending on the hash value of their plugin names, which makes it impossible for a PU to put two bindings for the same plugin and to stealthily populate one with a malicious code. We provide a detailed security analysis in Appendix B.2.

![Figure 5: Proof of consistency. Red values forms the authentication path, and green values are re-computed to verify that it matches the root.](image_url)
A PQUIC peer willing to send a plugin over a QUIC connection needs to provide the authentication paths from PVs that fulfill this peer’s required validation, e.g., $PV_1 \land (PV_2 \lor PV_3)$. Obtaining a path only requires sending the name of the plugin to a PV. The PV then computes the authentication path in $\Theta(\log(n) + \alpha)$, with $\alpha = n/m$ being the load factor defined from $n$ the number of plugins and $m$ the number of available leaves.

The PV then sends back to the PQUIC peer the authentication path for the binding corresponding to the requested plugin name (Figure 5). The hash values of any other bindings that may be part of this leaf are also sent back by the PV. The PQUIC peer then sends the plugin alongside the corresponding authentication paths obtained from a set of validators matching the other peer’s required validation. PQUIC peers can pre-emptively fetch authentication paths for the plugins they intend to use at each epoch.

Finally, the peer receiving the plugin recomputes the root value from the binding and the authentication path to match the STR cached for the current epoch as illustrated on Figure 5. If the computed root matches the STR, then the plugin is accepted. We provide a more detailed efficiency analysis of this scheme in Appendix B.3.

When verifying a binding at a PV, a developer sends the name of the corresponding plugin to this PV. If only a single hashed binding is present in the tree, the developer checks that it matches theirs. If multiple hashed bindings are present, i.e., because of a collision, the developer receives their clear text. This allows them to discern whether the collision was due to a prefix collision or the PV added a spurious binding.

If the PV tree does not contain the hashed binding of a given plugin, its developer obtains a proof of absence, i.e., an authentication path to the linked-list without the developer’s binding or an authentication path to the constant value $c$ indicating an empty leaf such that it matches the truncated bits of $H(pluginname)$.

### 3.4 Exchanging QUIC plugins

Given the flexibility of QUIC, it is relatively simple to modify it to support the exchange of plugins. The QUIC connection establishment packets contain QUIC transport parameters such as the maximum number of streams, the maximum packet size or the idle timeout [51]. To enable plugin injection, PQUIC proposes two new QUIC transport parameters: supported_plugins and plugins_to_inject, both containing an ordered list of protocol plugins identifiers. The first announces the plugins a PQUIC peer can inject locally. These plugins are stored inside its local cache. The second announces the plugins that a PQUIC peer would like to inject to the other PQUIC peer. Once the QUIC handshake has completed, both peers have a complete view of the available and requested plugins. Then, there can be two outcomes: (a) all plugins requested for injection are already available. In this case, they are injected as local plugins, as explained in Section 2, in the order described by the plugins_to_inject transport parameter. Otherwise, (b) one or more plugins are unavailable locally, they are then transferred as illustrated in Figure 6. In this example, the client announces the support of a monitoring plugin while the server would like to inject a FEC plugin into the client. First, the client announces its required validation formula for missing plugins, here FEC, with the PLUGIN_VALIDATE frame. Second, the server responds with authentication paths from PVs that fulfill this formula in a PLUGIN_PROOF frame. The requested plugin is then transferred over the plugin stream in PLUGIN frames, akin to the QUIC cryptographic stream. When receiving the remote plugin, the client performs the check of the proof of consistency. Upon success, it stores the plugin in its local cache. Remote plugins are not activated for the current connection, but rather offered in subsequent connections as part of the locally available plugins. While PQUIC is capable of injecting plugins at any time (see Section 2), synchronizing their injection between two hosts raises issues that are prevented by this conservative choice.

While the exchange mechanisms introduce some overhead, we believe it remains acceptable. The fixed cost of exchanging plugin bytecodes is only present during the first connection, as subsequent ones will take advantage of the PQUIC caching system described in Section 2.5. Furthermore, if the plugin is not mandatory for the use of the application (e.g., adding FEC to protect the data transfer), the plugin exchange does not prevent data from being transmitted over the connection. Indeed, data and plugin streams can be concurrently used thanks to the QUIC frame multiplexing.

### 4 USE CASES

Protocol plugins can be used to implement various extensions to PQUIC. With less than 100 lines of C code a PQUIC plugin can add the equivalent of Tail Loss Probe in TCP [29], or support for Explicit Congestion Notification [102]. Due to space limitations, this section focuses on more complex use cases that demonstrate the extensibility of PQUIC with four very different protocol plugins.
Our first plugin (Section 4.1) adds new monitoring capabilities to PQUIC. This is a relatively simple plugin that collects statistics by reading state variables. It provides similar features as Web100 [64], the MIB-2 or the TCP_INFO socket options for TCP. Our second plugin (Section 4.2) extends PQUIC to support unreliable messages [75]. We use it to implement a VPN service that is similar to the ones using DTLS [70]. This demonstrates the possibility of extending the PQUIC interface proposed to the application. Our third plugin (Section 4.3) adds multipath capabilities [20] to PQUIC. This plugin demonstrates the possibility of using PQUIC over several network paths. Our fourth plugin (Section 4.4) provides a flexible framework that adds support for Forward Erasure Correction to PQUIC. This demonstrates the possibility of building modular plugins including complex computations. Table 2 summarizes the complexity of these plugins by lines of C code, number of pluglets, and size of bytecode.

We evaluate the performance of these four plugins in a lab equipped with Intel Xeon X3440 processors, 16GB of RAM and 1 Gbps NIC, running Linux kernel 4.19 and configured as shown in Figure 7. The links between R1, R3 and R2, R5 are configured using NetEm [41] to add transmission delays and using HTB to limit their bandwidth. Losses are generated using a seeded random loss generator attached to the routers. This allows fair performance comparisons as the same loss pattern is applied when an experiment is replayed. One-way delay \( d \) is expressed in milliseconds, bandwidth \( bw \) in Mbits and uniform losses \( l \) as a percentage of packets transmitted.

To evaluate the plugins in a wide range of environments, we use the experimental design approach [28]. We define ranges on the possible values for the parameters presented and use the WSP algorithm [88] to broadly sample this parameter space into 139 points. Each parameter combination is run 9 times and the median run is reported. This mitigates a possible bias in parameter selection and gives a general confidence in the experiment results. Unless otherwise noted, we use the parameters range \( \{d_1 \in [2, 25] \text{msec}, bw_1 \in [5, 50] \text{Mbps}, l_1 = 0, d_2 = d_1, bw_2 = bw_1, l_2 = l_1\} \), and assume that both links have similar bandwidth, delay and loss characteristics. Note that when links are lossless, congestion-induced losses can still be observed due to the limited bandwidth and router buffers. All plugins are cached on both client and server.

### 4.1 Monitoring PQUIC

QUIC is an encrypted protocol that leaves only a small fraction of its headers in cleartext, preventing third-party flow performance analysis for events such as losses and retransmissions [22, 90]. The QUIC working group has reached consensus on disclosing a single bit in the header, called the Spin Bit [96], to enable third parties to measure the RTT of a connection, but no solution is proposed for other metrics such as retransmissions, losses, etc.

**Design.** Our monitoring plugin adds passive pluglets, i.e. pluglets that hook to pre and post anchors, to several protocol operations in PQUIC to record the performance indicators (PI) such as the bytes/packets sent/received, lost, received out-of-order, etc. A set of PIs are recorded during the handshake and a second are updated while the connection is active. Our plugin exports these PIs to a local daemon that sends them over UDP to a collector. A similar approach could be used to feed an SNMP agent that maintains a QUIC MIB.

**Implementation.** Each pluglet is hooked to a particular step of the connection. Upon the arrival or transmission of a packet, the relevant PIs are updated. Once a set of PI is complete, either because the connection was established or terminated, it is sent to the local daemon.

### 4.2 QUIC VPN

Given the security of QUIC, it could be interesting to use it as a replacement for TLS-based VPNs. Experience with such VPNs indicate that DTLS [70] provides a better user experience that using TLS over TCP because of the well-known TCP-over-TCP performance problems [47, 63].

We leverage the flexibility of PQUIC with a plugin that supports unreliable messages in addition to the reliable QUIC bytestreams. This plugin supports a new DATAGRAM frame [75] that only maintains the transported data boundaries but not transmission order nor reliable delivery.

**Design.** We implement a simple VPN that captures raw IP packets and passes them to PQUIC. We chose to encapsulate the user traffic at the IP level because this allows handling of all types of packets.

We modified the PQUIC client and server to carry IP datagrams between Linux tunnel interfaces. This was done by adding 70 lines, modifying 10 lines and removing 200 lines in the picoquic sample applications. This VPN application leverages a key point of our design presented in Section 2.4, i.e. a plugin is also able to extend the API exposed to the application. Our VPN application reads IP datagrams from the tunnel interface and writes them to the message socket exposed by the Datagram plugin. It reads the received IP datagrams from the message socket and writes them to the tunnel interface. This simplistic approach and the default PQUIC parameters lead to an overhead of 44 bytes per conveyed IP datagram when used over IPv4. This overhead could be minimized by using techniques such as header compression, but these are outside the scope of this paper.

**Evaluation.** We evaluate the overhead introduced by our VPN in terms of Download Completion Time (DCT) for a single file transfer using TCP_Cubic. We compare the file transfer times inside and outside the VPN tunnel for different file sizes. We only use the top path of Figure 7 and explore the default parameters range. We used a 1400-byte MTU inside the tunnel and 1500 outside. The VPN overhead of 44 bytes per conveyed packet translates into a bound on the DCT ratio of 1.031. Figure 8 illustrates the CDF of the DCT ratio obtained. For short files, the DCT is mostly below the bound computed. When transferring small amounts of data, the network path buffers can accommodate the VPN encapsulation overhead and only the VPN processing time affects the DCT. For longer files, the DCT ratio is more stable and mainly caused by the per-packet overhead.

### 4.3 Multipath QUIC

A key design point of QUIC is that it includes connection IDs in the packet’s public header [51]. Unlike TCP or UDP, a QUIC connection is not bound to a given 4-tuple (IPsrc, IPdst, portsrc,
We then compute the ratio of the single path completion time over the default parameter range. For both single path and multipath, we record the speedup ratio obtained using the original implementation of mp-quic (16 kB). This explains the small speedup gain of the Multipath plugin on 50 KB files. With larger files, both mp-quic and our plugin benefit from the lower RTT to mimic Multipath TCP [80], but do not evaluate the delay constraints. This design goes beyond the naive XOR-based solution that was tested in Google-QUIC [40] before being removed from the protocol since it led to negative experimental results [54].

**Design & Implementation.** We implement a PQUIC plugin that provides basic multipath capabilities similar to proposed Multipath QUIC extensions [20]. Our plugin supports the exchange of path connection IDs and host addresses. Once the connection has been established, packets are scheduled in a round-robin manner between available paths and it uses a new ACK frame to acknowledge received packets with path-specific packet numbers. We also implement a packet scheduler sending packets on the path having the lowest RTT to mimic Multipath TCP [80], but do not evaluate it due to space constraints.

**Evaluation.** To assess the performance of our plugin, we consider the network scenario shown in Figure 7 and use the two paths with the default parameter range. For both single path and multipath settings, we record the time between a GET request issued by the client and the reception of the last byte of the server response. We then compute the ratio of the single path completion time over the multipath one to obtain the speedup ratio. We observe its evolution with the size of the requested file and compare it with the ratio obtained using the original implementation of mp-quic [19]. Figure 8 shows that with small files, there is little gain in using two paths. This is not surprising since each path is constrained by its initial congestion window. Notice that the initial path window of mp-quic (32 kB), inherited from quic-go [13], is twice the default one of PQUIC (16 kB). This explains the small speedup gain of our plugin on 50 KB files. With larger files, both mp-quic and our plugin efficiently use the two available paths. The speedup ratio of both the native mp-quic implementation and our multipath plugin tends to reach 2 with 10 MB files.

**4.4 Forward Erasure Correction QUIC**

The QUIC protocol provides reliable delivery by using classical retransmission-based mechanisms. These techniques are coupled with congestion control and usually assume that losses are mainly caused by congestion. This assumption is not always true and there are situations (e.g. wireless networks) where losses are caused by other factors than congestion [85]. Researchers have proposed a variety of recovery techniques that transmit redundant data to enable the receiver to recover from packet losses without needing retransmissions [11, 82, 92]. These are computationally intensive as packets need to be encoded by the sender and decoded by the receiver.

We leverage the flexibility of PQUIC to implement a flexible framework inspired by QUIC-FEC, a recent design and implementation of FEC in QUIC [69]. Our plugin sends redundancy (Repair Symbols) to enable PQUIC receivers to recover lost QUIC packets without waiting for retransmissions and therefore meeting the delay constraints. This design goes beyond the naive XOR-based solution that was tested in Google-QUIC [40] before being removed from the protocol since it led to negative experimental results [54].

Our FEC Plugin allows plugging different FEC Frameworks, currently providing both block and sliding-window-based codes. It adds several protocol operations and can be extended to change the FEC Framework (block or sliding-window-based), the erasure-correcting code (ECC) used and which part of the data should be protected. Due to space limitations we only consider the sliding-window-based encoding in this section. Our frameworks attach passive pluglets to protocol operations that send and receive packets. Each packet containing QUIC stream frames that needs to be sent will be protected by sending Repair Symbols (RS) later. On the receiver-side, the FEC-protected packets are added to their respective FEC encoding window. The missing packets of a window are recovered upon reception of RS.

Our FEC plugin adds two new types of frames, the FEC RS frame and the FEC ID frame. The first contains a RS while the latter identifies the packets that are FEC-protected and their corresponding window.

Using the new protocol operations added by our framework, we provide two pluglets implementing different ECCs. The first one implements a XOR code similar to the one proposed by Google [40]. A XOR RS is generated by doing an XOR operation between all the packets in the encoding window. It is thus simple to compute and can be used on lightweight clients. It can however only recover from the loss of a single packet, as only one Repair Symbol can be generated from the same encoding window. The second code is a Random Linear Code (RLC) [33]. A RLC RS is generated by computing a linear combination with randomly chosen coefficients between all the packets of the encoding window. Conversely to the XOR code, this code can generate multiple Repair Symbols for the same set of Source Symbols. It can thus handle the loss of more than one packet per FEC window. However, its recovery process, i.e. solving a system of linear equations whose unknowns are the lost packets, is more computationally intensive. Other erasure-correcting codes could easily be added by implementing new pluglets.

Our FEC plugin also includes other protocol operations to customize its behavior. One can choose between protecting the entire
Figure 10: DCT ratio between PQUIC with and without the FEC plugin. Left: only the end of stream is protected. Right: The whole stream is protected.}

data transfer or only the last packets of a stream by using different pluglets. The first mode can reduce the data delivery delay of real-time applications while the second mode can reduce the Download Completion Time (DCT) of a bulk data transfer by recovering from tail losses without spending too much bandwidth for sending the Repair Symbols. The number of FEC pluglets shown in Table 2 sums the number of pluglets of the window-based FEC Framework with both XOR and RLC ECCs and the two transmission modes described above.

Evaluation. In this section, we evaluate FEC in the In-Flight Communications use-case, where the delay and losses are important and FEC might improve the performances. This scenario explores the parameters range \( \{d_i \in [100, 400], bw_j \in [0.3, 10], l_i \in [1, 8]\} \), based on the experimental results of Rula et al. [86]. Figure 10 compares the performance of downloading a regular HTTP object with and without the FEC plugin. On the left graph only the end of the data stream is protected (i.e., some Repair Symbols are only sent at the end of the connection), while on the right graph the whole data stream is protected, by sending 5 Repair Symbols every 25 Source Symbols. As we can see, there is a benefit in only protecting the end of the stream for larger file transfers. Protecting the whole transfer requires more bandwidth which negatively impacts the DCT. Packets lost in the middle of the transfer can be easily recovered through retransmissions without a significant impact on the DCT.

Only sending redundancy at the end of the transfer considerably lowers the negative impact on the bandwidth needed during the connection and still reduces the DCT ratio when losses occur on the last packets of the stream.

4.5 QUIC Multipath VPN

As demonstrated in the previous sections, our PQUIC plugins provide a range of extensions to the protocol. Furthermore, given the isolation provided by PQUIC, it is possible to load different plug-ins on a given PQUIC implementation provided that they do not replace the same protocol operation. All the plugins discussed in this section have orthogonal features. They can be combined to provide more advanced services. As an example of the flexibility of our approach, we demonstrate how the multipath plugin (see Section 4.3) can be injected together with the Datagram plugin (see Section 4.2).

We evaluate the performance of combining these two plugins in a setting akin to the evaluation of the Datagram plugin but with the two paths of Figure 7 and by exploring the default parameters range. We measure the ratio of Download Completion Times (DCT) when running a single TCP\textsubscript{Cubic} file transfer inside and outside the multipath VPN tunnel for different file sizes.

As expected, we do not observe any benefit in using multipath for tunneling a short TCP transfer. However, as file size grows the benefits of multipath become clear. By spreading the traffic over the two symmetric paths, our combined plugins reach a DCT ratio that tends to 0.55 as illustrated in Figure 11.

4.6 Plugin Overhead

The balance between flexibility and performance is a classical trade-off. Google and the IETF have decided to run QUIC over UDP despite the fact that Google measured that “QUIC’s server CPU-utilization was about 3.5 times higher than TLS/TCP” [50]. The performance gap between TCP and UDP has since been slightly reduced, but UDP remains slower [18]. As PQUIC delegates the execution of the plugins to the PRE, there is a processing overhead due to the JIT compilation, the runtime verifications performed by our monitor at each memory access, and the utilization of the API to safely access PQUIC state variables.

Executing code in the PRE is less efficient than running native code. With computationally expensive micro-benchmarks that are not shown due to space limitations, we determined that the PRE is two times slower than native code. Such overhead could probably be mitigated by using a more optimized VM. Finally, our get/set API is five times slower compared to direct memory accesses in microbenchmarks.

To observe this performance impact in more bandwidth-intensive environments, we benchmark our PQUIC implementation by measuring the completion time of a 1 GB download between two servers with 10Gbps NICs running two Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 CPUs. We do not run the benchmarks on the lab setup used in Section 4 to benefit from newer instructions sets, e.g., AES-NI, and to focus on the plugin execution overhead. Note that PQUIC is single-threaded and thus does not benefit from the additional CPU cores.

Table 3 reports the median achieved goodput, its relative variance and the plugin loading time for each plugins. PQUIC achieves
Plugins can be exchanged between PQUIC peers over the network as described in Section 3.4. To limit the exchange overhead, we rely on a ZIP compression scheme to transfer plugins. We take advantage from the fact that pluglets from a given plugin can contain duplicate code from common functions. Table 2 shows that compressing the plugin reduces the exchanged overhead compared to a plain exchange of the ELF files. Assuming the plugin exchange starts at the beginning of the connection with an initial congestion window of 16 KB, it lasts 2-3 RTTs on average.

5 VALIDATING PLUGINS
As explained in Section 3, PQUIC peers can request proofs of the validity of protocol plugins when receiving them over a QUIC connection. This validation is carried out by the Plugin Validators described in Section 3. These validators can apply a range of techniques, from manual inspection, privacy checks [27, 60], to fuzzing [73] or using formal methods to validate the plugins submitted by developers. Formal methods are attractive because they enable validators to provide strong proofs for network protocols [5, 6, 12].

A very important property for any code is its (correct) termination. If a protocol plugin would be stuck in an infinite loop with some specific input, then it would obviously be unsafe to use it in a PQUIC implementation. To demonstrate the possibility of using formal techniques to validate protocol plugins, we have used the state-of-the-art T2 [9, 16] automated termination checker. This tool checks termination of programs written in the T2 language implementing a counter example-guided abstraction refinement procedure. This procedure builds on the seminal works on transition invariants (used to characterize termination) [77] and predicate abstraction (used to simplify the representation) [78] to build a proof of termination, or to disprove it. It is a counter-example based approach starting from an abstracted version of the system, and refining it until either no counter example to termination can be found, or there is a clear proof that the system does not terminate. The procedure largely depends on the abstraction built by the tool and may not terminate. T2 has been extended to handle a large fragment of Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [14, 15]. T2 concepts are used in most existing verification tools for termination such as Ultimate [98]. Verifying CTL reduces to an extended termination proof of the program combined with CTL information in states. Therefore, we focus here on the termination property.

Using the appropriate tools [57, 62], we checked the termination of our pluglets by compiling their C source code to T2 programs. We proved the termination of nearly all the pluglets of the monitoring plugin. The T2 prover assumes the termination of external functions, i.e., functions of the PQUIC implementation available through the PRE. We also proved the termination of most of the pluglets of our complex plugins, such as FEC (including the XOR ECC) and multipath, as reported in Table 2. To obtain those proofs, we had to slightly modify the source code of some pluglets to ease the proof process. For example, we added an explicit size to null-terminated linked lists and used it to bound the loops iterating over the lists. Three of the multipath pluglets could not be proven due to their complexity. Since T2 can export its termination proofs in files, these could be attached to the plugins to be the proof-carrying code proposed by Necula [72]. However, given the size and complexity of these proofs, it is unreasonable to expect a PQUIC implementation to download and process them when loading plugins.
Various techniques were proposed to place bytecode inside packets so that routers could execute it while forwarding them. PLAN [43], ANTS [103] and router plugins [23] are examples of such active techniques. Interest in active networks slowly decreased in the early 2000s [10], but Software Defined Networks [66] and P4 [7] can be considered as some of their successors.

Most of the work on active networks focused on the network layer and only a few researchers addressed the extensibility of the transport protocols. CTP [104] is transport protocol that is composed of various micro-protocols that can be dynamically combined at runtime through the Cactus [44] system. STP [74] enables the utilization of code written in Cyclone [53] to extend a TCP implementation. iTCP [38] exposes TCP state information and control to user-space applications to enable them to implement various extensions. To our knowledge, these techniques have not been deployed. We believe our approach can be deployed at a large scale as it relies on QUIC which prevents middlebox interference and enables a safe exchange of protocol plugins. Our plugins go beyond the extensions proposed for STP and iTCP. CCP [71] provides a framework to write congestion control schemes in transport protocols in a generic way. Although we did not describe it in this paper, a new congestion controller could easily be implemented as a protocol plugin.

To deploy protocol plugins, we design a secure plugin management system that bares similarities to Certificate Transparency [59]. Our construction has the major difference that plugin developers do not have to scan the entire tree in order to detect spurious plugins linked to their owned name, but only the branches in which their plugins lie.

Our Plugin Runtime Environment is based on a simple user-space implementation of the eBPF VM [30, 49]. Other execution environments that provide built-in memory checks such as CHERI-MIPS [105] or WebAssembly [39] could be a valid alternative to our PRE. Evaluating their relevance in the protocol plugin context is part of our future work.

7 DISCUSSION

Extending the behavior of client-side protocol implementations is difficult. First, deploying client updates can take several months or even years. Second, it remains unpractical to tune a protocol implementation when connections require very different services. Currently, experimental QUIC extensions such as MP-QUIC [19] and QUIC-FEC [69] are implemented as code-source forks. Updating the base QUIC protocol and combining these extensions impose a significant engineering and maintenance burden, which is currently only affordable by large Internet companies. We envision PQUIC implementations to be both simple and stable, providing connection-specific extensions through plugins. PQUIC could enable developer to focus on one implementation interface while still supporting very different implementation internal architectures, such as zero-copy and partial hardware offload.

Through its plugins, PQUIC provides quick deployments of extension prototypes. Still, the benefits of plugins for complex standardized extensions do not fade. For instance, while the FEC specification [83] describes its wire format, the algorithms defining the correction scheme mainly depend on the application. Whereas server implementations would likely provide built-in support of the FEC extension for better performances, PQUIC provides more flexible tuning at client-side than a simple on/off extension switch. Similarly, for Multipath QUIC, plugins remain desirable to let the server push algorithms to the client that are tailored to the application needs, such as a specific path scheduler.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Extensibility is a key requirement for many protocol designs. We leverage the unique features of QUIC to propose a new extensibility model that we call Pluginized QUIC (PQUIC). A PQUIC implementation is composed of a set of protocol operations which can be enriched or replaced by protocol plugins. These plugins are byte-codes executed by a Protocol Runtime Environment that ensures their safety and portability. The plugins can be dynamically loaded by an application that uses PQUIC or received from the remote host thanks to our secure plugin management system. We demonstrate the benefits of this approach by implementing very different protocol plugins that add monitoring, multipath, VPN and Forward Erasure Correction capabilities to QUIC.

This new protocol extensibility model opens several directions for future work. First, a similar approach could be used for other networking protocols in both the data plane and the control plane. Second, new techniques ensuring the implementation conformance to protocol specifications could be explored. These could leverage the PQUIC interface to assess that a plugin composition is correct. A third direction would be to revisit how we design protocols robustness [84].

Another direction would be to develop new verification techniques adapted to pluginized protocols. While our PRE detects and prevents the execution of a range of incorrect and malicious programs, there remain areas of improvements in the domain of static eBPF verification techniques.

Finally, PQUIC could be the starting point for the next version of QUIC. This would require the IETF to also specify protocol operations to ensure the interoperability of plugins among different implementations. To achieve this, one must identify the minimal core protocol operations required. This set should be simple enough to allow very different implementations, having possibly very specific internal architectures such as zero-copy support, to inter-operate. Instead of adding more and more features to a monolithic implementation, developers could leverage the inherent extensibility of a pluginized protocol to develop a simple set of kernel features that are easy to extend.
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verify the presence of spurious plugins. On the other hand, PQUIC once for each of his plugin they own and at each epoch to developer guarantees. On the one hand, each developer performs a

The following theorem helps us to prove that our system offers secure human readable names for plugins. 

**Theorem B.1.** Under the assumption that $H$ is a uniformly random function, there exists only one valid authentication path in the tree for a given plugin.

**Proof.** Let $RO : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n$ an oracle access to an uniformly random function. Let $A$ an adversary trying to compute an authentication path for the binding $m' = \text{pluginname}||\text{plugincode}^A$. To provide a valid but fake authentication path to the leaf located at the truncated bits of $H(\text{pluginname})$, $A$ has to find $m'$ given $m$ such that:

$$H(m||m') = H(m'||m)$$

Assuming $H(x) := RO(x)$, $A$ has to perform $q$ queries, each of probability $\frac{1}{m^c}$ to verify equation 1. By the union bound, the adversary succeeds with probability $\frac{q}{m^c} = \text{negl}(n)$. \hfill \Box

**Theorem B.2.** Under the assumption that $H$ is a collision-resistant hash function, $c$ a constant value representing an empty leaf different for each PV and $n < m$ with $n$ the number of plugins and $m$ the number of leaves, then root$_i$ is unique for PV $i$.

**Proof.** Let $TR$ a function computing the Tree Root from successive applications of $H$. If $H : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n$, then the probability for root$_i$ and root$_j$ to collide is $\frac{1}{m^c}$. By the union bound, we have
Apart from offering transparency and achieving the security goals described in Section 3.2, our plugin management system has to provide good performance for PQUIC users as we want the plugins to be loaded as fast as possible.

B.3 Efficiency Analysis

Apart from offering transparency and achieving the security goals described in Section 3.2, our plugin management system has to provide good performance for PQUIC users as we want the plugins to be loaded as fast as possible.

When a plugin is not in the PQUIC cache, we have to verify the proof of consistency received from the peer. This verification has a complexity of $\Theta(\log(n) + \alpha)$ to recompute the root value and compare it to the known STR, with $n$ the number of plugins handled by the PV and $\alpha$ the load factor. To have a better intuition of the CPU cost, we may compare the efficiency of the proof of consistency check with traditional signature schemes that are usually considered for certification. Let $Vrfy$ be the signature verification of a certificate. In theory, the computational cost of checking the proof of consistency ($O(d)$ applications of a hash function with $d$ the depth of the tree) is faster by a factor of

$$\frac{\text{time}(Vrfy(H(m)))}{\text{time}(H(m)) + d * \text{time}(H(h_0||h_1))}$$

than the verification of an authoritative signature on message $m$ with $h_0, h_1$ as the hash output of both subtrees, for a similar security level (e.g., using SHA256 and ECDSA over $F_{256}$). Given that $Vrfy$ must hash the message $m$, which is in our context the whole binding $m = \text{pluginame}\|\text{plugincode}$, and given that the time to compute $H$ scales linearly with the size of the input, we have

$$\text{time}(H(m)) >> d * \text{time}(H(h_0||h_1))$$

since $\text{size}(m) >> d * \text{size}(h_0||h_1)$. The improvement factor on traditional signature schemes can then be written as:

$$\approx \frac{\text{time}(H(m)) + \text{time}(Vrfy)}{\text{time}(H(m))}$$

The communication cost between participants scales logarithmically with the number of plugins handled by a PV, and the information can be cached. More precisely, the bandwidth consumption for the proof of consistency has a complexity of $\Theta(\lambda(\log(n) + \alpha))$, with $\lambda$ the size of $H$'s output. At the PV, the binary tree can be computed within a few seconds for millions of entries [67]. Knowing that the Merkle Tree must be recomputed at each epoch (which can be hours or days, and must be decided by the system), the time required by a PV to build its Merkle Tree is negligible.

$\Pr[A^{RO(\cdot)} \rightarrow (x, x'), RO(x) = RO(x')] \leq \frac{q^2}{2^n} = \text{negl}(n)$

Under the assumption that developers perform lookups, and because it exists only one valid authentication path in the tree for a given plugin, and because each root is unique, a plugin name matches unequivocally a legitimate bytecode with the security properties offered by a PV.

B.2.3 Non-Equivocation. Consider an attack where a PV wants a particular PQUIC user to plug a malicious plugin. To achieve that, the PV needs to add this plugin to his tree. However, doing so exposes the malicious act to the developer checking the validity of the plugins linked to his namespace. To avoid this, the PV may build a second Merkle Tree and expose the correct one when the developer performs a lookup and the malicious one for the PQUIC user. However, it is computationally infeasible to build two different trees that hash to the same root. Therefore, under the assumption that PQUIC users can eventually compare their root value with one of the other participants or independent auditors, our system provides non-equivocation. That is, PVs are not able to maintain different Merkle Trees (hence different STRs) without being eventually pilloried.

The probability that any collision happens for the root of PUs to be $\frac{q^2}{2^n}$ for $q$ attempts.

Consequently, we can claim that the success for an adversary $A$ having access to a random oracle such that $TR(x) := RO(x)$ is bounded by:

$$\Pr[A^{RO(\cdot)} \rightarrow (x, x'), RO(x) = RO(x')] \leq \frac{q^2}{2^n} = \text{negl}(n)$$

The communication cost between participants scales logarithmically with the number of plugins handled by a PV, and the information can be cached. More precisely, the bandwidth consumption for the proof of consistency has a complexity of $\Theta(\lambda(\log(n) + \alpha))$, with $\lambda$ the size of $H$'s output. At the PV, the binary tree can be computed within a few seconds for millions of entries [67]. Knowing that the Merkle Tree must be recomputed at each epoch (which can be hours or days, and must be decided by the system), the time required by a PV to build its Merkle Tree is negligible.